
December 4, 2010

Feature Presentation: 

“AInt”                                        - Richard Jakiel

Current Events                         - Theo Ramakers

Observing 101 (cont.)              - Steven Phillips



This month the Atlanta Astronomy Club lost a 
very active member:

Keith Burns

Over 100 people attended the 

“Celebration of Keith Burns Life”

Including a large number of AAC members





The chapter did over 50 Outreach events in 2010

Please update your volunteer hours on the 
NSN Website to qualify for the outreach Pin 
from NASA.

You have until January 3rd to do this.  If you 
have problems with this, call Theo



The space shuttle Discovery is scheduled to 
launch on December 13th.  8:00 P.M.

Come out to the observing field to see live the 
last launch of Discovery.





In November NASA made a close flyby of 
Comet Hartley.

Icy Jets and snow are visible on the comet.















You might remember that Jupiter lost its SEB 
when it came around the Sun last time

It now started an outbreak of some storms 
which will lead to a restoration of the South 
Equatorial Belt

Amateurs all over the world are following its 
progress.







We have received a tool kit to explain the 
density and relative sizes of Asteroids

Look at the relative small size of these objects





Opportunities to image ISS transits of the Sun, 
Moon or planets have dwindled for our 
location the coming month, unless you are 
willing to travel. 

However Frank and Theo and Marie were able 
to catch the last flyby of the ISS with the Sun on 
November 6th 



An attempt to capture a transit with Saturn 
Failed because of the weather.

Another attempt to capture a daytime transit 
with Jupiter failed because of problems getting 
the planet on the chip in time for the transit. 

So when will you join us for another attempt?





Our next meeting is on January 8th at 3:00 P.M.

Check our website in a few days for the 

Feature Presentation.


